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Abbreviations 
ACM   Association for Computing Machinery 
NICE  National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education 
CC-RSG  Cybersecurity Curricula Recommendations for Smart Grids 
CPES  Center for Power Electronics Systems 
ENISA  European Network and Information Security Agency 
EU  European Union 
JTF  Joint Task Force 
IT  Information Technology 
IO  Intellectual output 
MOOC  Massive online open courses 
NIST   National Institute of Standards and Technology 
PMU  Phasor Measurement Unit 
OT  Operational Technology 
SCADA  Supervisory control and data acquisition 
SMEs  Small and medium-sized enterprises 
VET  Vocational education and training 
WP  Work Package  
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1. Introduction 
Cybersecurity is defined as one of European strategic capabilities and it has been 
acknowledged that the EU must significantly improve its digital capacities in the 
cybersecurity field [1]. This includes the deployment of digital technologies, as well as 
the necessary digital skills for all EU workforces. Cybersecurity is an interdisciplinary 
subject [2]- [3], to ensure all critical competences, several dimensions and disciplines 
must be integrated in education programs, such as computer science, engineering, 
psychology, sociology, and law. Cybersecurity specialists must have deep technical 
knowledge, meantime, also general skills are essential, especially in crisis situations.  

The environment of smart grids involves additional complexity in terms of 
cybersecurity. Smart grid integrates variety of sensors, control systems and 
communication networks what increases the cyberattack surface. Cybersecurity 
specialists working in the smart grid environment must have a wide range of 
competences to protect the infrastructure, balancing cybersecurity and electrical 
engineering competences, along with the soft skills.  

This document represents the project “Cybersecurity Curricula Recommendations for 
Smart Grids (CC-RSG)” WP4 outcome. This work activity aims to conceptualize 
knowledge gained in the project and provide recommendations for cybersecurity 
curricula development for smart grids.  

The main objective of the document is to provide recommendations for educators and 
other relevant parties for educational programs development, considering, industry 
needs, workforce requirements, student-centric educational methods and emerging 
support tools.  

2. Model for Education Curricula 
The aim of the model is to provide guidance for competence-driven cybersecurity 
education programs for smart grids design, execution and evaluation. The model 
explains how a body of knowledge (e.g., this document) should be used to enable 
workforce and education dimensions integration.  

The model is based on the methodology proposed in [4] and it consists of three key 
building blocks (Figure 1): 

1. Education curricula content defines roles and tasks-specific competences 
and associated knowledge areas, knowledge units, learning topics and learning 
outcomes. 

2. Education program design methodology suggests study programs and 
courses design, execution and evaluation principles and process. 

3. Tools and methods bank includes methods and tools list and their usage 
guidance (patterns), that can be used in cybersecurity education programs for 
smart grids design, execution and evaluation. 
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Figure 1 Model for Education Curricula Overview 

 

2.1 Education Curricula Content Model 
Education curricula must be designed based on workforce requirements to ensure that 
cybersecurity specialists' competences meet industry demand, including skills that 
need to be taught and areas of expertise that need to be covered [2]. 

The proposed model for education curricula incorporates two dimensions – workforce 
dimension and education dimension (Figure 2).  

 
Figure 2 Model for Education Curricula Overview 

The workforce dimension includes the following key concepts [5]: 

• Work roles are the most detailed groupings of cybersecurity-related work, 
including a list of attributes, i.e., knowledge, skills, and abilities required to 
perform tasks associated with the role. 

• Tasks represent specific defined pieces of work that, combined with other 
identified tasks, compose the work scope in a specialty area or work role. 
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• Competencies describe capabilities of applying or using knowledge, skills, 
abilities, behaviors, and personal characteristics to successfully perform critical 
work tasks, specific functions, or operate in a given role or position. It is 
important to distinguish the capabilities between subject-specific (e.g., “hard 
skills”) and general (e.g., “soft-skills”). Hard skills include technical or 
administrative competence. Soft skills are a cluster of productive personality 
traits that characterize one's relationships in a social environment. These skills 
can include social graces, communication abilities, language skills, personal 
habits, cognitive or emotional empathy, time 
management, teamwork and leadership traits. 

Several frameworks define cybersecurity related roles, associated tasks and required 
competences, for example, National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education (NICE) 
Workforce Framework (NIST NICE framework) [5] and the European Union Agency for 
Cybersecurity (ENISA) skill framework (ENISA framework) [6].  

For cybersecurity education in smart grids, it is suggested to use ENISA competence 
model as basis for education programs design, as it has simpler work role's structure 
compared to NIST. NIST roles are mainly designed for large enterprises, therefore they 
represent siloed cybersecurity capabilities split across organizations. Empirical 
observations show that enterprises typically combine similar roles and enable “T-
shaped” competences and multi-functional teams. 

Existing cybersecurity competence models focus on cybersecurity governance and IT-
specific cybersecurity aspects, but they don’t address smart-grids cybersecurity roles, 
tasks and competences. Therefore smart-grids cybersecurity specific tasks are 
incorporated into ENISA model (Section 3.2.). Tasks and competences are suggested 
by the project expert team (Section 3). Therefore, this document defines reference 
model for smart-grid cybersecurity roles and tasks that is basis for relevant education 
programs design.  

The workforce dimension interferes with education dimension via competences, that 
includes skills, abilities and knowledge. The education dimension includes following 
key concepts [7]: 

• Knowledge areas and knowledge units are thematic groupings that 
encompass multiple, related learning topics.  

• Learning outcomes represent more detailed outcomes than the 
competencies and may be seen as course or lesson learning outcomes. 
Learning outcomes emphasize what students can do over merely what 
students know. 

Several cybersecurity curriculum recommendations suggest main knowledge areas, 
knowledge units, learning topics and learning outcomes. For example, Cybersecurity 
Curricular Guidance for Associate-Degree Programs (Cyber2yr2020) prepared by 
Association for Computing Machinery Committee for Computing Education in 
Community Colleges [7] and CSEC2017 Joint Task Force on Cybersecurity 
Education (JTF) global cybersecurity curricular recommendations [3]. 

For cybersecurity education in smart grid, it is suggested applying Cyber2yr2020 
guidelines for IT specific cybersecurity knowledge units, knowledge areas, topics 
and learning outcomes definition. Smart grids specific cybersecurity education is 
addressed limited in existing frameworks, therefore smart-grids cybersecurity specific 
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competences, learning topics and learning outcomes are incorporated into 
Cyber2yr2020 model. Smart-grid specific cybersecurity competences, learning 
topics and learning outcomes are suggested by project experts' team (Section 3.3.). 

In this document, the competences are divided in four groups: 

• IT-specific competences define knowledge, abilities and skills required to 
perform IT-specific cybersecurity tasks. These competences are based on 
Cyber2yr2020 guidelines (only essential competences). These 
competences define ‘‘what is to be done’ aspects [7]. 

• Smart-Grids -specific competences define knowledge, abilities and skills 
required to perform smart grids-specific cybersecurity tasks. These 
competences are prepared by project experts' team and validated with industry 
experts. These competences define ‘‘what is to be done’ aspects [7]. 

• Operational competences compile managerial and operational competences 
what defines ‘‘how activities should be done’ in both – IT specific and smart-
grids specific areas.  

• General competences define expected “soft skills”.  

2.2 Education Program Design Methodology 
Education program design methodology defines general principles what need to be 
followed and main steps in how education program should be defined (Figure 2).  In 
program definition, execution and evaluation educators can use smart grid 
cybersecurity competence model and curricular content recommendations described 
in this document. However, precise content must be aligned to program learner profiles 
and their needs (target roles etc.).  

 
Figure 3 Education Program Design Methodology 

Education programs should be prepared following several guiding principles. 
According to the design thinking approach regarding the usage in educational design 
[8], [9] design principles are frequently used to state the main direction that must be 
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replicable, and local experiences or examples that come up in practice. Because of 
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subject to refinement over time as others try to adapt them to their own experiences”. 
Design principles elicit design knowledge from successful learning environments [10] 
and summarize reusable best practices. 

For cybersecurity education in smart grids, it is suggested to follow such key principles:  

1) Target roles and tasks driven competence design - competences must be 
defined based on learners’ target roles to enable workforce and education 
dimensions integration. 

2) Learner centricity and personalization – study programs must focus on 
students' needs and provide profile specific competence development. 

3) Subject-specific and general competences synergy – general 
competences must be integrated in every learning topic along with subject-
specific competences. 

4) Real-world experiences integration – study programs and courses content 
must reflect real-world challenges and must adapt over time. 

5) Vertical integration – cybersecurity is a multi–disciplinary subject; programs 
must integrate social sciences (as psychology) to enable general competences 
development. 

6) Feedback based continuous improvement – continuous improvement must 
be planned based on learners and workforce feedback.  

The suggested education program design process is based on ADDIE model [11]. The 
ADDIE model is the generic process traditionally used by instructional designers and 
training developers. The model includes five phases: 

1. Analysis - learners profiles analysis (including their characteristics, existing 
competence, expected target roles and training needs), instructional goals and 
objectives definition. The program must be designed to incorporate 
competences that are required for learners’ target roles. This document 
includes typical cybersecurity roles that are enriched with smart-grid specific 
cybersecurity tasks and competences (Section 3.2.). This document can be 
used as reference model for learner’s target roles mapping. The roles are 
designed based on identified typical smart grid cybersecurity learners' profiles 
(Section 3.1.) that are defined based on project experts' experience. 

2. Design – study program objectives, learning topics, learning outcomes and 
teaching methods definition. This document defines the set of learning topics 
and learning outcomes that defined roles must have (Section 3.3.). The topics 
are encapsulated in knowledge areas and units. Work roles, tasks, 
competences and learning topics map is added in Appendix 1. The topics must 
be selected based on identified learners target roles. Learners can have 
individual plans, based on their existing competences (e.g., if learner has 
previous education in IT specific cybersecurity and he aims to became Security 
architect in energy sector institution, he/she must obtain smart grid specific 
cybersecurity competences). The document includes methods bank (Section 
4) and tools bank (Section 5) that can be used for education program design 
support. 

3. Development – study program materials development and loading in e-
learning systems (if applicable).  

4. Implementation – actual program and courses delivery. 
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5. Evaluation – feedback and data collection for improvement areas 
identification. The document includes methods bank (Section 4) and tools bank 
(Section 5) that can be used for education program evaluation support. 

2.3 Methods and Tools Bank 
The methods bank and the tools bank (Section 4) suggest methods and toolbox that 
study program designers and educators can use in all education development process 
phases (analysis, design, development, implementation and evaluation). Methods and 
tools are defined in the form of reusable patterns forming a knowledge base for courses 
design and execution support.  Methods and tools linkage to education design and 
execution process phases are described on each method /tool card.  

3. Education Curricula Recommendations 
Education curricula recommendations forms reference model for workforce and 
education integration. It includes such main concepts: 

• Learners' profiles – typical smart grid cybersecurity learners' profiles provide 
grounds for target work roles definition; 

• Work roles and tasks represent learners target roles, tasks and required 
competences (including, IT-specific cybersecurity competences, smart grid 
specific cybersecurity competences, operational and general competences); 

• Knowledge units and knowledge areas define learning topics and learning 
outcomes required to obtain competence.  

3.1 Learners Profiles 
The purpose of the student profile is to highlight student groups to which the curriculum 
model can be applied. 

Here two groups of graduates who can be interested in continuing their education in 
the area of cybersecurity for smart grids can be highlighted: graduates in computing 
area and graduates in power systems. The other two groups are professionals either 
IT&OT or management of smart grids. They have work experience in power systems 
and smart grids however they need more advanced knowledge in cybersecurity for 
smart grids.   

The following attributes are considered for the profile: 

• background refers to educational attainment or professional skills of a learner; 
• educational needs are the gap between the learner’s current level of 

knowledge, skills, and attitudes and the desired one, in order to adapt to a new 
situation which can be acquired through education, 

• Expectations describe the knowledge and skills that students are expected to 
demonstrate by the end the studies. 

The energy industry needs a cybersecurity-literate workforce, and higher education 
could play a valuable role in filling the gap. 

3.2. Work Roles and Tasks 
The smart-grid cybersecurity work roles have been built on ENISA suggested roles: 
Chief Information Security Officer (CISO), Cyber Incident Responder, Cyber Legal, 
Policy & Compliance Officer, Cybersecurity Architect, Cybersecurity Auditor, 
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Cybersecurity Implementer, and Cybersecurity Risk Manager. The roles, tasks and 
competences have been supplemented according to the specifics of the smart grid.  

The ENISA roles were supplemented by new roles considering the specifics of the 
smart-grids – Energy Citizen, Grid Assets Manager and Grid Communication 
Engineer. The common business objectives for smart-grid specific roles are [12]: 
maintain safety, maintain power system reliability, maintain power system resilience 
and support grid modernization. 

3.3. Knowledge Areas and Knowledge Units  
Knowledge areas and units are based on “ACM Cybersecurity Curricular Guidance for 
Associate-Degree Programs 2020 Cyber2yr2020” association for Computing 
Machinery (ACM) Committee for Computing Education in Community Colleges 
(CCECC): Data security, Software security, Component security, Connection security, 
System security, Human security, Organizational security, Societal security. They are 
enriched with smart grid specific competences required for defined work roles (3.2. 
section). New knowledge area “Smart-Grid Security” supplements the ACM 
framework.  

3.4. Methods & Tools Bank 
The methods and tools bank specifies suggested methods and tools to be used in 
cybersecurity education in smart grid: Simulation tools, CPES laboratories and 
testbeds, Gamification, Problem and Project based learning and Flipped learning.  A 
quick way for the teachers/trainers that want to formulate a curriculum, to see the basic 
elements of the method and its usual use cases on the topic of cybersecurity and/or 
smart grids. Along with the educational methods the tool of simulation testbeds is also 
described with use-cases provided. 

Testbeds are used to simulate in varying degrees real-life systems. Some testbeds 
use software simulation for parts of the system and others use only hardware 
components. Additionally, there are testbeds that only simulate a component of the 
system and others that simulate the whole system. Using a real-time simulator 
combined with real hardware (like inverters and PMUs) to simulate an entire microgrid 
is the most realistic and complete way to study the behavior of an electrical grid under 
a cyber-attack. 

Gamification is a teaching method in which elements and mechanisms from game 
designing   are   used   to   increase student engagement [13]. Those elements and 
mechanisms can be for example a narrative story, limited time to accomplish a task, 
points, badges and level-beating.  

In Problem-based learning (PBL) a group of students investigates an open-ended real-
world problem and tries to come up with the most suitable solution which then the 
group presents to other peers. Project Based Learning is based on the same idea but 
in general it has a longer duration and a concrete outcome rather than a theoretical 
solution provided.   

The main characteristic of Flipped learning is that the students study the material that 
is usually studied during class hours at their home. In that way when they are at class, 
they have the opportunity to reflect on the studied material and have time for 
experimentation. 
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